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Abstract
To explore why system contact often has no crime-preventative effect, the current study examined

the effects of juvenile justice contact on Situational Action Theory’s (SAT) causes of crime, including

personal morals, deviant peer associations, and detection risk perceptions. The analysis is based on

a sample of English (Peterborough Adolescent and Young Adult Development Study) and German

(Crime in the modern City study) juveniles. Propensity score matching was applied to estimate

whether the lenient system contacts influenced the causes of crime in the year after the contact.

The treatment effect estimates are mostly insignificant and relatively small. The few significant esti-

mates in the English sample suggest that official contact slightly increased deviant peer associations

and decreased feelings of moral guilt. Overall, the findings suggest that system contact may often

have no crime-preventative effect as it does not (Germany), or only slightly (England) affect

SAT’s causes of crime. Previous studies, primarily based on the U.S. data, often reported more sub-

stantial effects that mostly operated in a crime-amplifying direction. It is speculated whether the less

substantial impact in the current study can be attributed to the overall more lenient, diversion-ori-

ented handling of the examined English and German offenders.

Keywords
effects of juvenile justice system contact, causes of crime, Situational Action Theory, propensity

score matching, cross-national research

Introduction
A primary objective of modern criminal justice systems is to prevent crime. If the systems fail to

achieve this goal and a person breaks the law, legal actors (e.g., police officers) typically seek to
prevent further offending by arresting and, if necessary, sanctioning that person. In recent
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decades, numerous studies have examined whether such contact with the criminal justice system
(including, e.g., apprehension, arrest, diversion, and sanctions) actually prevents reoffending.
Contrary to the goals of criminal justice agents, the majority of these studies suggest that system
contact is either relatively ineffective or even increases criminal involvement (for reviews, see
Barrick, 2014; Bernburg, 2019; Huizinga & Henry, 2008; Kleck & Sever, 2017).

Using data that resulted in insignificant findings in a previous investigation (Boers et al., 2022),
the current study addresses the following question: Why do contacts with the criminal justice system
often have no crime-preventative impact? Answering this question theoretically and empirically
requires focusing on the intervening factors that may mediate the effects of official contact on
reoffending.

Criminologists have identified numerous factors as theoretically relevant mediators. Perceptual
deterrence theorists assume that official contact may reduce reoffending by increasing sanction
threat perceptions (Paternoster, 2018). Labeling scholars suggest that official contact may amplify
reoffending (1) by initiating or facilitating the development of a deviant self-concept, (2) by initiating
or increasing the association with deviant peers, or (3) by inhibiting the punished offenders’ social
bonds and life chances (Bernburg, 2019). The procedural justice theory stresses that the effect of
system contact depends on whether apprehended offenders feel that the proceeding against them
was fair and just and whether they consequently view the law and its enforcement as legitimate
(e.g., Slocum et al., 2016). Defiance theory emphasizes that the impact of punishment depends on
how offenders perceive the sanction (e.g., unfair and stigmatizing), how strongly they are bonded
to the sanctioning agent and community, and whether they subsequently develop feelings of
shame or self-righteous anger (Sherman, 1993).

Confronted with such an extensive (but not exhaustive) list of potentially relevant intervening
factors, one wonders which are the most relevant mediators. So far, most empirical studies did not
concentrate on this question. They instead tested the presumptions of a single theory, such as deter-
rence theory (e.g., Anwar & Loughran, 2011; Pogarsky et al., 2005) or labeling theory (e.g.,
Bernburg et al., 2006; Wiley et al., 2013). However, the empirical literature indicates that mecha-
nisms proposed in different theories may be at work simultaneously. Hence, it may be better to inte-
grate these mechanisms into a more general theoretical framework. The need for such integration was
recently highlighted by Piquero et al. (2011, p. 338), who stressed that “it may be more profitable to
think of a general theory of sanctions rather than deterrence, labeling, or defiance theory.”When con-
sidering the requirements for such a general theory of sanctions, it is apparent that it must clearly
define the factors that directly cause crime. It is only when a sanction reduces these key causal
inputs that it can ultimately reduce reoffending. By distinguishing between direct causes of crime
and more distal factors, a general theory should be able to “separate the wheat from the chaff.”

All theories that clearly define the causes of crime are thus candidates for a starting framework for
a general theory of sanctions. The current study selects Wikström’s Situational Action Theory (SAT)
as a promising starting point (Wikström et al., 2012). SAT is chosen because it has performed well
empirically so far (Pauwels et al., 2018)1, provides a sophisticated action model, and goes to great
lengths to distinguish between direct antecedents of criminal offending and more distal factors. In
particular, the theory differentiates the causes of crime from the causes of the causes (Wikström,
2011). Causes of crime are the few factors that directly influence criminal involvement. Causes of
the causes are, in contrast, factors that have only an indirect effect on criminal offending through
their influence on the causes of crime. By providing this terminology, SAT allows identifying the
causes of crime as the crucial mediators of system contact effects. Some of these causes of crime
coincide with intermediate factors outlined in contemporary versions of deterrence and labeling
theory. Using SAT as starting framework, the current study can thus integrate some ideas of the
latter theories about sanctioning effects. In doing so, it is—at least to my knowledge—the first empir-
ical application of SAT to study the impact of criminal justice interventions.2
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The current study aims to shed some more light on why a relatively large number of previous
studies—among them one that used the data at hand—found no crime-preventative effects of
system contact. It does so by empirically examining to what extent a juvenile justice contact influ-
ences the antecedents of crime as postulated in SAT. The analyses are based on data from two crim-
inological panel studies conducted in England and Germany. So far, nearly all studies that examined
official contact effects on antecedents of crime were conducted with the U.S. samples. While experts
already consider this study base to be too small (e.g., Bernburg, 2019; Farrington & Murray, 2014;
Huizinga & Henry, 2008; Paternoster & Iovanni, 1989), research outside the United States can be
described as extremely sparse (for exceptions, see Murray et al., 2014; Schulte, 2019; Zhang &
Messner, 1994)3. This lack of research is unfortunate because system contact in different juvenile
justice systems (with their various policies, sanctions, and police behavior) may produce different
effects (see Huizinga et al., 2003). The German and English systems offer an insightful research
context. They are much more lenient than the U.S. system but still characterized by some differences
like in police behavior. Hence, it is worth exploring whether results obtained with the U.S. samples
can be generalized to the English and German contexts.

Intervening Factors in the Framework of SAT
This section shows how SAT can provide a starting framework for a general theory of sanctions.

For this purpose, it first introduces how contemporary versions of labeling and deterrence theory are
applied to study sanctioning effects. By highlighting some theoretical weaknesses of these applica-
tions, the section then shows how SAT attempts to overcome these problems and may integrate some
ideas of the classic theories.

Rooted in symbolic interactionism, labeling theory assumes that humans are creatures that contin-
uously construct meaning of the environment and themselves by interpreting significant symbols in
social interactions. As a result of the meaning people attach to official contact, it may trigger three
criminogenic processes according to contemporary versions of labeling theory (Bernburg, 2019;
Krohn & Lopes, 2015): (1) the development of a deviant self-concept, (2) the reduction of conven-
tional social bonds and life chances, and (3) the involvement in deviant peer groups. These processes
are also studied and typically supported in recent empirical applications of labeling theory (e.g.,
Bernburg et al., 2006; Krohn et al., 2014; Wiley et al., 2013). However, from my point of view,
this labeling research is theoretically underspecified. It typically only defines a set of “orienting” crim-
inogenic processes triggered by societal reaction to deviance. It lacks a uniting explanation in the form
of an action model which specifies how the changes (e.g., in self-concept) brought about by these pro-
cesses ultimately operate (together) to explain an increase in deviant or criminal behavior.

Modern deterrence theory, in contrast, borrows its action model specification from rational choice
theories. Consequently, deterrence research assumes that humans are self-interested and rational
beings that actively choose one action alternative over others as a result of cost-benefit considerations
(Paternoster, 2010, 2018). Recent sanctioning research typically tests perceptual versions of deter-
rence theory (e.g., Lochner, 2007; Matsueda et al., 2006; Pogarsky et al., 2005). These versions
assume that an intervention can affect future criminal behavior only through its impact on the per-
ceptions of punishment certainty, severity, or celerity. Due to its recourse to rational choice frame-
works, deterrence theory allows—other than labeling theory—for precise implications about how
formal control ultimately leads to changes in delinquency via changes in sanction threat perceptions.
However, standard rational choice models have been immensely criticized over the last decades.
Critics primarily noted that these approaches view humans as overly rational and calculative
beings. Consequently, they cannot explain automatic spontaneous, habitual, or emotionally driven
behavior, which may make up a large part of human behavior (e.g., Kroneberg et al., 2010;
Wikström & Treiber, 2016b).4
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Partly as a response to these problems of existing criminological theories, Per-Olof Wikström
introduced SAT at the beginning of the 2000s (Wikström et al., 2012; Wikström & Treiber,
2016b). One of his primary goals was to specify a proper action model which explains why an act
of crime is (not) committed. To do this, SAT’s action model attempts to consider modern insights
from the behavioral sciences, among them the finding that human (including deviant) behavior is
often habitual. Taking the perspective that humans are rule-guided (instead of primarily self-
interested) beings, SAT’s action model has fared well in empirical tests so far (Pauwels et al.,
2018). As it also acknowledges the importance of some of the concepts included in deterrence
theory (e.g., perceptions of consequences) and labeling theory (e.g., deviant peers), it seems a prom-
ising framework to integrate some of the mechanisms proposed for decades in these classic
contenders.

Before discussing this integration in more detail, however, I will first introduce the basic ideas of
SAT and thereby extract the causes of crime as the article’s outcome variables of interest (for a more
detailed introduction to SAT, see Wikström et al., 2012). In its action model, SAT describes how
particular characteristics of a person interact with inducements of the setting (i.e., the immediate
environment) to create motivations (temptations and provocations) and initiate and guide a percep-
tion–choice process that finally produces criminal behavior.

The main causal factors in the perception process are an individual’s personal morals and the set-
ting’s moral norms. While personal morals are a person’s “value-based and emotionally grounded
views about what is the right or wrong thing to do or not to do in particular circumstances,” a setting’s
moral norms are the “perceived shared rules of conduct and their degree of homogeneity” (Wikström,
2020, p. 193). The combination of the two factors determines the action alternatives an individual
perceives (Wikström & Treiber, 2016b). Ultimately, SAT predicts that individuals are more likely
to perceive (and choose) crime as an action alternative in circumstances in which their own
morals and the perceived moral norms of the setting are more affirmative of crime.

After perceiving particular actions as potent alternatives, the choice of action can typically
proceed in two different modes (Wikström & Treiber, 2016b): choices can be made in a habitual
or in a more deliberative manner. Habitual decisions are typically made in familiar circumstances
in which the personal morals and setting’s moral norms are congruent (e.g., both are
crime-affirmative) because individuals then normally perceive only one viable course of action.
Choices are, in contrast, typically deliberative if a person acts in unfamiliar circumstances, if there
is a conflict between a person’s morals and the setting’s moral norms, and if opportunities for reflec-
tion are not undermined by, for example, time pressure or strong emotions. In this circumstance, indi-
viduals have time to deliberate over multiple action alternatives. According to SAT, it is only in this
more deliberative mode of decision-making that additional factors—beyond personal morals and the
setting’s moral norms—have a causal influence on criminal behavior.

SAT suggests that these additional causal factors, namely the ability to exercise self-control and
the perceived risk of consequences, exert their causal impact within two so-called control processes
(Wikström & Treiber, 2016b). As an internal control process, self-control refers to acting according
to one’s own morals despite external incentives or pressure to do otherwise. The ability to exercise
self-control depends on momentary (e.g., intoxicated) and dispositional (e.g., executive functions)
factors. SAT generally assumes that the higher the self-control ability of people, the more likely
they will resist external criminogenic influences (e.g., provided by deviant peers) and act law-
abiding. SAT’s external control process is called deterrence. Deterrence describes “the avoidance
of breaking a moral rule (committing an act of crime) because of the fear5 of consequences”
(Wikström, 2008, p. 347). The likelihood that individuals are deterred increases with their percep-
tions of how likely and severe consequences are when committing a crime. These perceived conse-
quences depend on deterrent cues provided by the setting (e.g., by authority figures) and on how
sensitive a person is to these cues, that is, how likely the person processes them so that they perceive
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them as punishment threats (Wikström, 2008). Generally, SAT assumes that the higher the perceived
threats of punishment, the more likely a person will abide by the law despite their urge to commit a
crime (Wikström et al., 2011).

Overall, SAT’s action model thus suggests that the direct causes of crime operate in a person-
environment interaction to produce moral (including criminal) action (Figure 1). The causes of
crime that form a person’s crime propensity are their personal morals and self-control capabilities.
Deterrence sensitivities (or sanction threat perceptions) can be regarded as an additional personal
cause of crime (see Wikström et al., 2011). SAT furthermore suggests that particular places (e.g.,
the city center) and the exposure to deviant peers are major environmental causes of crime (e.g.,
Wikström et al., 2012). These two factors contribute to the criminogeneity of the immediate environ-
ments a person takes part in and thus to their criminogenic exposure (i.e., the criminogeneity of the
setting’s moral norms and enforcement). Especially deviant peers have been found to be a critical
facilitator of criminogenic exposure by providing (and enforcing) crime-affirmative moral norms
(see Beier, 2018; Kaiser, 2021; Wikström et al., 2012).

How can a criminal justice contact now influence delinquency? According to SAT, formal control
cannot directly impact criminal involvement but can change it only indirectly via changing the causes
of crime. As a cause of the causes, official contact must trigger the following mechanisms specified in
SAT’s recently refined Developmental Ecological Action model (DEA model; Wikström, 2020): (1)
psychosocial processes and (2) socioecological processes. The two key psychosocial processes that
influence a person’s crime propensity are moral education and cognitive nurturing. While moral edu-
cation is a learning and evaluation process responsible for changes in an individual’s personal
morals, cognitive nurturing describes an experiential process that influences the ability to exercise
self-control. The socioecological processes of self-selection and social selection, on the other
hand, are responsible for changes in a person’s criminogenic exposure. While self-selection refers
to a person’s choices to participate in particular settings (including particular people), social selection
refers to how cultural and structural conditions in a jurisdiction enable or restrict the access of par-
ticular people (and thus also their self-selection) to particular settings.

However, since SAT has so far not been applied to study the impact of criminal justice interven-
tions, the developmental processes are somewhat general or abstract in this regard. The DEA model,

Figure 1. Situational Action Theory (SAT) and the impact of official contact (see also Wikström, 2020).
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furthermore, does not explicitly specify a mechanism affecting deterrence sensitivities (or sanction
threat perceptions), probably because these typically play only a minor role in SAT introductions.
Integrating ideas of classic sanctioning theories may help to overcome some of these problems, as
these have specified detailed mechanisms triggered by formal control over decades (including pro-
cesses influencing sanction threat perceptions). They, thus, seem a valuable source to enrich the pro-
cesses defined in the DEA model. Accordingly, the following subsections will consider ideas of the
DEA model and the classic theories when discussing how official contact may affect some of SAT’s
key causes of crime. In particular, the presented processes will be related to personal morals, deviant
peer associations, and detection risk perceptions since reliable, comparable data are available only for
these factors (which are among the mainly tested causes of crime in previous SAT research; Pauwels
et al., 2018).

Official Contact and Personal Morals
Since the classic sanctioning theories have not specified any processes relevant to personal morals,

the current study will rely on the DEAmodel to infer implications regarding how official contact may
change this cause of crime. The DEA model suggests that people typically acquire their morals grad-
ually and change them through a continuous process of moral education (see Wikström, 2020;
Wikström & Treiber, 2016a, 2018). Moral education, as one example of social learning, has three
sub-mechanisms: (1) instruction, (2) observation, and (3) trial and error. Instruction takes place if
moral instructors (e.g., parents or police officers) actively “communicate information about the
rules of conduct which apply to different contexts” (Wikström & Treiber, 2016a, p. 80).
Observation means that a person keeps track of others’ actions and the action-induced consequences
(e.g., rewards and punishments). The trial and error process refers to a person’s own experimenta-
tion with actions and their consequences. Deterrence experiences, that is, “experiences of threats of
punishment, and punishments” (Wikström, 2008, p. 356), are one form of experience that influences
an individual’s morals. As one particular type of deterrence experience, official interventions can be
described as instructive reactions of legal actors to the “trial-and-error-experimentation” of an
offender.

SAT does not assume that official contact with the criminal justice system increases or decreases
personal morals on average. It instead implies that the effect depends on the specific ways others react
to a criminal offense and subsequent official contact, and on how the offender evaluates her or his
crime and sanctioning experience as well as the formal and informal reactions of others. In particular,
the moral education process depends on such factors as (1) the consistency of reactions and instruc-
tions, (2) the offender’s internal evaluation of these instructions or reactions, (3) the offender’s prior
experiences and existing personal morals, and (4) the offender’s psychosocial machinery (e.g., cog-
nitive capabilities; Wikström & Treiber, 2016a, 2018).

Formal reactions may influence a person’s morals only substantially when they initiate changes in
their day-to-day moral experiences in interaction with significant others (e.g., parents or peers). That
is because daily activities and interactions with significant informal others play a continuous role in
an individual’s moral development, while rare encounters with the police or prosecutors typically do
not (Wikström, 2008). Before youths have official contact with the criminal justice system, they are
likely to have already had several crime-related experiences, including (moral and deterrence) expe-
riences with the reactions of, for example, peers or parents. As a result, these youths’ morals are
likely to be relatively consolidated and, as a consequence, less malleable by new experiences.
Their moral learning contexts have probably already been formed and solidified by previous reac-
tions to criminal activity and are thus unlikely to change substantially due to new reactions. If the
moral learning context is relatively fixed, the moral content learned within it should remain relatively
stable because a person’s morals only develop and change in interaction with the environment
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(Wikström, 2008). However, if the social context changes due to a system contact (e.g., a person gets
more involved with deviant peers), personal morals may also change (e.g., may get more
crime-affirmative) through the altered continuous moral experiences within these modified contexts.

The impact of official contact on personal morals has been largely neglected as an object of empir-
ical investigation (Wikström, 2008). Only recently have Wiley and colleagues devoted part of their
work to this topic using data from the Gang Resistance Education and Training program (Slocum
et al., 2016; Wiley, 2015; Wiley et al., 2013, 2017; Wiley & Esbensen, 2016). Matching juveniles
who had police contact to juveniles who had no contact but were otherwise similar (e.g., in their pre-
contact morals), they found that those with contact subsequently reported lower personal morals
(measured by the increased adherence to street codes and less anticipated guilt for deviant behavior)
than their matched counterparts. The effects were generally stronger among individuals who had
been arrested than among those who had only been stopped by the police (Wiley et al., 2013;
Wiley & Esbensen, 2016). Besides Wiley and colleagues’ investigations, other—less methodologi-
cally sophisticated—analyses found similar results (Ageton & Elliott, 1974; Kaplan & Johnson,
1991; Schulte, 2019).

Official Contact and Deviant Peer Associations (Criminogenic Exposure)
To discuss potential changes in deviant peer associations, I rely on ideas established over several

decades by labeling theorists, who have identified mechanisms that may lead from official contact to
an individual’s exclusion from conventional networks and inclusion in deviant peer groups. These
mechanisms can be seen as potential manifestations of the more general self-selection (and social
selection) processes specified in the DEA model (Figure 1).

Labeling theorists outline the following processes that lead to the association with deviant peers
(Bernburg, 2019; Paternoster & Iovanni, 1989): In the first step, prosocial others (e.g., family, con-
ventional peers, and employers) may—due to their knowledge of the crime or system contact—vilify
the offender and turn away from her or him. Second, the offender may actively withdraw from con-
ventional others to avoid anticipated adverse reactions to the crime and the system contact. Both pro-
cesses lead to exclusion from conventional society and socially isolate the individual. In the third
step, the individual who came into contact with the criminal justice system may become involved
in a deviant peer group, often because of her or his actual or perceived isolation. Labeling theory
assumes that the apprehended offender may befriend individuals who share the same offending
and sanctioning experiences because she or he hopes for acceptance or even admiration among
these new friends.

Labeling theory, however, also acknowledges that official contact may have no impact or may even
weaken deviant peer associations (Bernburg, 2019; Paternoster & Iovanni, 1989). Negative reactions of
parents or conventional friends to a crime may, for example, warn the offender that future offending
could alienate them (further). When the offender is ashamed in front of significant others (e.g.,
parents or partners) or fears losing them due to further delinquency, she or he may decide to stop spend-
ing time with deviant friends to prevent them from providing opportunities for and exerting pressure to
engage in further rule-breaking. As a consequence of official contact, an offender may also be moni-
tored more closely by law-abiding others, who may actively (try to) restrict the offender’s exposure to
criminogenic settings or persons (e.g., deviant peer groups). Furthermore, labeling theory assumes that,
while the first system contact strongly influences sanctioned individuals, official contact effects dimin-
ish the more a person experienced labeling and stigmatization before. Thus, if previous informal and
formal deterrence experiences have already led to an association with deviant peers, further system con-
tacts are likely to have significantly less or no further influence on those associations.

Despite the importance of deviant peer groups as one of the strongest predictors of criminal
involvement, only a few longitudinal studies have investigated the influence of official contact on
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the subsequent association with deviant peers, peer groups, or gangs. Most of the results indicate an
increased involvement with deviant friends or gangs among juveniles who previously had (more fre-
quent or severe) contact with the juvenile justice system compared with juveniles who had less or no
system contact (Bernburg et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2004; Kaplan & Johnson, 1991; Krohn et al.,
2014; Restivo & Lanier, 2012; Schulte, 2019; Wiley et al., 2013; Wiley & Esbensen, 2016). A related
line of research, furthermore, found some evidence that official contact also had the potential to
isolate offenders from conventional friends (e.g., Wiley et al., 2013; Zhang, 1994; Zhang &
Messner, 1994)—which, according to labeling theory, is a precondition for the association with
deviant peers.

Official Contact and Detection Risk Perceptions
Probably because SAT introductions typically grant deterrence sensitivities (or perceptions of

punishment threats) no prominent spot, the DEA model does not present a process that may lead
to changes in these sensitivities. Deterrence theorists, in contrast, have put great effort into
explaining how individuals modify their risk perceptions (or risk assessments, which can be
seen as an indicator of one’s deterrence sensitivities; Wikström, 2008) after contact with the crim-
inal justice system. The current study, thus, relies on their ideas when reviewing the so-called
Bayesian updating model (Anwar & Loughran, 2011; Kreager & Matsueda, 2014). This model
states that people will gradually adjust their prior (i.e., initial or existing) perceptions (according
to probability rules) when exposed to new evidence or information related to the perception at
hand. Individuals should, for example, decrease their risk perceptions when they or others
commit a crime and get away with it, but should increase them when they or others are appre-
hended or sanctioned for committing a crime.

The Bayesian updating model, furthermore, assumes that the extent of these perception adjust-
ments depends on the prior (criminal and sanctioning) experiences of the individual. The more
prior information individuals possess relevant to their perception, the less weight the new experience
or information has in modifying the perception. Suppose an action (crime) is novel for individuals. In
that case, they must rely mainly on the actual experience to infer future consequences (e.g., appre-
hension and sanction) of similar actions since there is no or only little former experience on
which to base their inferences. Consequently, this recent experience has a relatively large impact
on the modification of the individuals’ perceptions. Among individuals with more (criminal and
sanctioning) experience, in contrast, the recent incident has less weight in adjusting a relevant per-
ception because this perception is much more strongly informed by prior experiences.

There is growing longitudinal research on how an individual’s own or significant others’ appre-
hension or punishment experiences change her or his perceptions of detection or arrest risk (e.g.,
Anwar & Loughran, 2011; Lochner, 2007; Matsueda et al., 2006). Results indicate that people are
generally “capable Bayesians” (Paternoster, 2010, p. 809). If they were (frequently) caught when
committing a crime, they modified their detection risk perceptions on average upwards. If they
were not (or infrequently) caught, they lowered their perceptions. The reported effects were generally
small to modest, and some other studies found more mixed, inconclusive, or even conflicting evi-
dence (e.g., Pogarsky et al., 2005; Schulte, 2019; Schulz, 2014).

Additional investigations suggest that the extent of updating depends on the criminal history of the
individual (Anwar & Loughran, 2011). For offenders with a larger ratio of current crimes (i.e., crimes
committed in the period of interest) to past crimes (i.e., crimes committed in the time before the
period of interest), risk perception modifications after apprehension were larger than for those
with a smaller current-to-past crimes ratio. Experienced offenders seem to need a stronger signal
(i.e., a high arrest-to-crime ratio for many crimes) within a specific period to update their risk percep-
tions as strongly as novice offenders.
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The English and German Juvenile Justice Systems
The theoretical ideas above indicate that more information is needed on the nature and certainty of

system contacts to predict their impact on the juvenile population under investigation.
Generally, the legal framework of the English and German juvenile justice systems differed in

several important ways in the early 2000s (i.e., in the current study period; Boers et al., 2022).
The more punitive English system was characterized, for example, by an earlier age of criminal
responsibility, fewer diversion possibilities, and longer durations of custodial sanctions. These dif-
ferences in punitivity are also reflected in nation- and countywide statistics on the reactions of the
juvenile justice systems. German juvenile offenders who had contact with the justice system were
much more likely to be diverted than English offenders. English offenders, in contrast, were much
more likely to be convicted to long-term custodial sentences than their German counterparts.

However, these differences in punitivity were much smaller in the samples that were analyzed in
the present study. Most of the 15-year-old respondents experienced quite similar and relatively
lenient treatment during the period of interest (see Table 1). Most cases were diverted out of the
formal court system for informal handling, and the remaining juveniles were almost exclusively
given educational measures (mainly unpaid community service).

Because the legal reactions were so similar in both samples, the main differences in the treatment expe-
rience of respondents with official contact were probably due to the divergent police practices in the two
countries. English police acted more intrusively than their German counterparts when apprehending an
offender, even when the individual was apprehended for a relatively minor offense (which made up
most offenses in the current study). Officers usually arrested the juvenile and took her or him to the
police station, where the offender’s primary caregiver was called to pick her or him up. German
police officers, in contrast, mainly recorded the offender’s personal data in such a minor case and released
the individual. In case of a standard diversion, the German prosecutor usually simply sent a formal letter
informing the offender and principal caregivers of the decision, whereas in England, the decision (repri-
mand/warning) was delivered at the police station by a police officer in uniform after the offender’s
admission of guilt (Dünkel & Heinz, 2017; Home Office & Youth Justice Board, 2002).

English police officers acted not only more intrusively but were also encouraged to act more pro-
actively than their German colleagues between 2002 and 2007. This proactive policing style was due
to a short-lived policy change brought about through the Offenses Brought to Justice Target (OBJT).
The OBJT required the justice system to increase the number of offenders who received a formal

Table 1. Type of Formal Reaction and Offenses the Juveniles Were Recorded for.

Formal reaction ENG GER Offense type ENG GER

Diversion 73.0% 80.7% Violent offenses 21.6% 24.1%

Conviction 27.0% 19.3% Offenses against the person 18.9% 20.7%
Noncustodial measures 24.3% 15.9% Robbery – 3.4%
Short-term detention – 3.4% Sexual offenses 2.7% –
Long-term imprisonment 2.7% – Property offenses 37.8% 43.7%

Theft and handling 24.3% 18.4%
Aggravated theft/burglary 10.8% 11.5%
Fraud 2.7% 13.8%

Vandalism 13.5% 1.1%

Motoring offenses 2.7% 26.4%

Drug offenses 5.4% 2.3%

Other (weapons, threats) 18.9% 2.3%

Note: ENG= English sample (PADS+); GER=German sample (CrimoC); n(PADS+)= 37; n(CrimoC)= 88.
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reaction by 20% within 5 years (Office for Criminal Justice Reform, 2004). To meet this target, the
police acted more proactively than before and actively searched for crimes, which they found espe-
cially among juveniles who tended to be involved in more easily detectable delinquency (e.g.,
Bateman, 2017; Flanagan, 2007). This policy change led to the criminalization of many first-time,
low-level juvenile offenders, whose cases previously mainly were dealt with informally (e.g.,
through a stern talking-to). Accordingly, the number of recorded first-time offenders rose by 53%
in Cambridgeshire, and the arrest rate increased by 48.2% between 2002 and 2006 (Ministry of
Justice, 2010). German officers, in contrast, generally responded only to those (youth) crimes that
were reported to the police (Albrecht, 2010).

Hypotheses
Previous empirical research suggests that contact with the criminal justice system affects SAT’s

causes of crime. The findings indicate that system contact decreases personal morals and increases
deviant peer associations and risk perceptions. These empirical results generally align with predic-
tions that can be derived (under particular circumstances) by mechanisms postulated in SAT, labeling
theory, or deterrence theory.

However, the theories mentioned above also acknowledge that the effects of official contact
depend on individuals’ previous crime-related experiences not only with formal control agents
(e.g., the police) but also within their informal social network (e.g., with parents or peers). They
imply that the more personal morals, peer associations, and risk perceptions were formed by previous
(consistent) experiences, the less malleable they are.

Past experiences may be much different in the English and German samples than in previous
studies that were based mainly on the U.S. samples. The U.S. juvenile justice system generally
acts (through the police) in a more proactive way in searching for crimes, and the subsequent sanc-
tions are more punitive than in the English and German systems (Howell et al., 2013; Huizinga et al.,
2003; Snyder & Sickmund, 1999). Therefore, juveniles in the United States who have had contact
with the criminal justice system may, on average, due to their higher risk of detection when commit-
ting crimes, not only have less experience with delinquency than their counterparts in England or
Germany at the time of the official contact but may also be subjected to more intrusive interventions.

To derive a more informed hypothesis on the impact of criminal justice contact, one must thus
consider the criminal and sanctioning history of the treated individuals (i.e., of those who had
contact with the juvenile justice system) in the English and German samples (see online
Supplemental Material S1). Information about this history indicates that 15-year-old delinquents
who had official contact with the criminal justice system were indeed already typically quite expe-
rienced before this contact. That is, they reported a relatively high number of acts of (undetected)
crime before their system contact.

In most cases, the individuals committed these crimes together with friends, and it is not unreal-
istic to assume that parents or teachers were also aware of at least some of their past offenses.
Therefore, most youths probably had quite a few (informal) deterrence experiences before the inves-
tigated system contact. In this process, they already learned how likely or unlikely it is to be caught
and how significant others in their social environment typically react to criminal activity. These expe-
riences had already shaped and consolidated their morals, social associations, and risk perceptions,
making them less malleable. In accordance with these learning processes, treated juveniles reported
weaker personal morals and risk perceptions as well as stronger deviant peer associations than their
untreated counterparts before their official contact (see section Pretreatment covariate balance).

The theories assume that an intensive intervention or a high detection or arrest certainty would be
necessary to change such consolidated causes of crime. The severity and certainty of sanctions,
however, were relatively weak among the individuals under investigation. On the one hand, they
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were apprehended only once or twice in the period of interest for the many crimes they committed
(see online Supplemental Material S1). On the other hand, official reactions were relatively lenient
(see section The English and German juvenile justice system). Against this backdrop, it could be
argued that only relatively small official control effects on SAT’s causes of crime can be expected
among the examined English and German offenders.

H1: Official contact, on average, has no or only a weak impact on personal morals.
H2: Official contact, on average, has no or only a weak impact on deviant peer associations.
H3: Official contact, on average, has no or only a weak impact on detection risk perceptions.

Data and Methods

Samples and Design
The panel studies Peterborough Adolescent and Young Adult Development Study (PADS+;

Wikström et al., 2012) and Crime in the modern City (CrimoC; Boers et al., 2010) provide longitu-
dinal information from students in the cities of Peterborough (England) and Duisburg (Germany)
who were 13 years old at the beginning of the projects.6 The data in both studies stem from question-
naires and administrative registers providing self-reported information on various domains (includ-
ing a person’s temperament, family, neighborhood, and criminal involvement) and official records of
the participants’ criminal and sanctioning history.

PADS+ achieved its goal of sampling approximately one-third of a Peterborough student cohort
by gathering information from 710 youths in its first wave of interviews in 2004. CrimoC’s objective
to survey an entire Duisburg school cohort, on the other hand, resulted in the collection of valid data
from 3,411 juveniles in its first wave in 2002 (i.e., about two-thirds of the student population in
Duisburg). Due to high retention efforts, PADS+ was characterized by exceptionally low panel attri-
tion in the follow-up waves, which were first conducted annually and later at longer intervals. Of the
710 students, who responded in the first wave, 693 still participated in wave 5. Besides, 700 partic-
ipants consented to the collection of their official contact records from the Police National Computer
system. Unlike PADS+, CrimoC allowed new students to enter the study in follow-up panel waves
(e.g., by entering a participating school). Partly due to the differences in design, CrimoC’s retention
rate was somewhat lower than that of PADS+. However, participation was still satisfactorily high,
with more than 3,200 participants taking part in the first five waves. In CrimoC’s fourth wave,
most students (87.0%; 2,964 of 3,405) also consented to the collection of their official criminal
and sanctioning records from the Erziehungsregister and the Bundeszentralregister.7

To guarantee that each individual provides sufficient information for the treatment effect estima-
tion, I defined two conditions for inclusion in the final analysis samples. Juveniles were included if
they (1) participated in panel waves 3–5 and (2) consented to the collection of their official records.
These criteria applied to 690 PADS+ students, who make up most of the original respondents
(97.2%; 690 of 710). In CrimoC, the analysis sample consists of 2,117 juveniles, a more reduced
subset of the total sample (62.2%; 2,117 of 3,405 participants in wave 4). Fulfilling the conditions
less likely, youth with a high risk of criminal behavior and sanctioning experiences were dispropor-
tionately excluded from analyses in CrimoC (see online Supplemental Material S3.2). Hence, treat-
ment effect estimates may not be representative for Duisburg’s entire juvenile population but may be
rather sample-specific.8
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Measures
The current study distinguishes three periods: pretreatment (T1), treatment (T2), and posttreat-

ment (T3). This breakdown makes it easier to refer to particular periods in PADS+ and CrimoC
and helps establish a proper causal time order between the covariates, treatment, and outcomes
(Table 2). The T2 treatment measures include information on system contacts in the year 2006 in
PADS+ and in the year 2004 (March–December) in CrimoC. The T1 covariates and T3 outcomes
(causes of crime), on the other hand, are mainly based on self-reports from questionnaires that
were completed typically in the first half of the year before or after the system contact, respectively.
Thus, the time between T2 official contact and T3 outcomes ranges between 1 month and a year,
depending on the time the contact took place and the time the respondent completed the T3 question-
naire. The study, thus, analyzes the short-term impact of formal control on the causes of crime, which
may differ from its long-term consequences as some influences may unfold only over a longer time
period.

The following presentation of the measures is restricted to the most crucial concepts. Online
Supplemental Materials S3.1 and S3.2 provide additional insights into the measurements. The mate-
rials also give information about item nonresponse. Overall, CrimoC was much more affected by
item-missingness than PADS+. While only 5.1% (35 of 690) of the PADS+ juveniles had at least
one missing value in the covariates, treatment, or outcomes, the same was true for most CrimoC par-
ticipants (69.2%; 1.465 of 2,117). However, the average missing data proportion per individual was
relatively low in both studies (PADS+: <1%; CrimoC: 3.0%) and was dealt with by multiple impu-
tation in the current study (see section Analytical procedures).

Outcomes.All outcome variables are generated by computing the mean score of the indicators that
measure the respective concept. Cronbach’s alpha of the scores varies from 0.76 to 0.87 in PADS+
and 0.86 to 0.93 in CrimoC, indicating that the concepts were measured quite reliably in both studies.

PADS+ operationalized personal morals with three concepts, including personal moral rules (cog-
nitive component) and anticipated emotions of guilt and shame when breaking a particular legal rule
(emotive component). CrimoC, on the other hand, collected information about personal moral rules
and additionally measured youths’ general legal rule acceptance. The measures in PADS+ were
explicitly developed to test SAT and thus closely resemble the concept of personal morals as indi-
cated by the theory. CrimoC’s two measures, on the other hand, map the cognitive component of
morality but do not (or only to a small degree) consider its emotive parts, depicted mainly by the
emotions of guilt and shame according to SAT.

Personal moral rules were operationalized very similarly in both projects. Participants assessed
how wrong (PADS+) or bad (CrimoC) they thought several delinquent acts were. For the evaluation
of five offenses (e.g., burglary, graffiti spraying, robbery, shoplifting, and smashed streetlight),

Table 2. Causal Time Order of Measures.

Phase Ø-age

Time periods

MeasuresPADS+ CrimoC

T1 14 January–December 2005 January 2003–February 2004 Covariates

T2 15 January–December 2006 March–December 2004 Official contact

T3 16 January–May 2007 January–April 2005 Causes of crime

Note: CrimoC’s treatment period (T2) is shorter to take into account that some covariates (e.g., self-reported delinquency in

T1) refer to the period from January 2003 to January/February 2004, whereas comparable measures in PADS+ refer only to

the whole years (e.g., the entire year 2005). CrimoC=Crime in the modern City; PADS+= Peterborough Adolescent and

Young Adult Development Study.
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PADS+ participants had four different response categories available ranging from (0) “not wrong at
all” to (3) “very wrong.” CrimoC respondents, on the other hand, evaluated seven delinquent acts
(assault, burglary, bicycle theft, extortion, shoplifting, theft of a car, vandalism) using categories
from (0) “entirely harmless” to (4) “very bad.”

Moral emotions of guilt and shame were measured in PADS+ with questions concerning
whether one would feel guilty or ashamed (in front of significant others) when committing different
deviant or criminal acts (guilt: assault, break a parental rule, cheated on test in school, shoplifting,
teased another school/work mate, theft from a car; shame: best friends/parents/teachers found out
about shoplifting, best friends/parents/teachers found out about breaking into a car) and, if yes,
how much. Response categories for the six items ranged from (0) “No, not at all” to (2) “Yes,
very much.”

CrimoC, instead, operationalized individuals’ general acceptance of legal rules by asking about
why one should not commit crimes. The ten listed reasons for abiding by the law were: “most of the
time you will get caught,” “you just shouldn’t do that,” “it is important to respect the law,” “it is
important to follow the rules that others should obey, too,” “it is worthwhile to have a clear con-
science,” “you are harming others who are innocent,” “it is important to be a good example for
others (e.g., children),” “it would be detrimental to me,” “the possible sanction is just too high,”
“delinquency damages the reputation of one’s family,” “it is important to respect the law,” and “it
is valuable to have a clear conscience.” Participants rated these statements on a scale from (0)
“strongly disagree” to (4) “strongly agree.”

Association with deviant peers (or peer deviancy) was measured in PADS+ by asking juveniles
about their friends’ involvement in six different deviant acts (e.g., assault/get into fights, get drunk,
use drugs, shoplifting, skipping school, and vandalism). They rated the frequency of involvement on
a scale ranging from (0) “No, never” to (3) “Yes, very often (every week).” CrimoC, on the other
hand, collected information about participants’ deviant peer group association using six items:
“There are other opposing groups.”, “We also use violence to pursue our interests.”, “We fight
with other groups.”, “When we show up together, others truly have respect.”, “When we’re together,
we drink a lot of alcohol, too.”, and “To have fun, we sometimes do something illegal.” The partic-
ipant assessed how much these statements applied to their peer group using the response categories
(0) “disagree” to (4) “totally agree”.

Finally, the perception of detection risk (or deterrence sensitivity) was operationalized very sim-
ilarly in both studies by asking the juveniles to estimate the risk of getting caught for various crimes.
In PADS+, the detection risk for four offenses (assault, shoplifting, theft from a car, vandalism) was
rated using the response categories (0) “No risk at all” to (3) “A very great risk.” In CrimoC, partic-
ipants evaluated the risk of getting caught for seven different crimes (assault, bicycle theft, burglary,
extortion, shoplifting, theft of a car, vandalism) on a scale ranging from (0) “very unlikely” to (4)
“very likely.”

Treatment: Juvenile justice contact, the treatment, differentiates between juveniles who had an
official record of at least one criminal activity within period T2 and those who did not. While in
PADS+, 37 (out of 690; 5.4%) participants had an official record of contact with the juvenile
justice system within T2, the same is true for 88 (out of 2,117; 4.2%) CrimoC participants. Most
of the treated respondents generally experienced a rather lenient system contact in both systems
(Table 1). Most cases were diverted out of the official system (PADS+: 27 out of 37, 73.0%;
CrimoC: 71 out of 88, 80.7%), and only a very few juveniles were imprisoned (PADS+: 1 out of
37, 2.7%; CrimoC: 3 out of 88, 3.4%). Hence, most individuals who were officially recorded for
a crime at T2 had their case dismissed with only minimal system contact (typically including a
stern talking to by police officers or an official latter by the prosecution), or had their case dismissed
but were encouraged to participate voluntarily in a rehabilitation program (England) or on the con-
dition that there was some educational intervention by the youth’s parents, school, or employer
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(Germany). Although the studied system contact was the first for most treated juveniles, some had
had contact before (16.2% or 12.5% had an official contact at T1 in PADS+ or CrimoC,
respectively).

Covariates: Following recommendations by experts (e.g., Kainz et al., 2017; Morgan &Winship,
2015), the selection of 52 covariates was based on theories that either explained why juveniles had
contact with the juvenile justice system or/and why they varied in the outcomes of interest. All covar-
iates selected in this way either refer to a time within T1 or are time-invariant. They include the base-
line (T1) outcomes because these are among the most helpful variables to condition on when
identifying causal estimates (Morgan & Winship, 2015; Steiner et al., 2010). In addition to these
lagged outcomes, other covariates come from different domains, including a person’s criminal and
deviant history, personal characteristics (e.g., temperament/character), and social associations
(e.g., peers and family). For each domain, multiple indicators were included to diminish
selection effect threats (Steiner et al., 2010; for a list of all domains and covariates, see online
Supplemental Materials S3.1 and S3.2).

Analytical Procedures
For all outcomes, the estimand of interest is the Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATT;

Morgan & Winship, 2015). The ATT is generally defined as the average difference in two potential
outcomes, Y 1

i and Y 0
i , among individuals who were actually treated (Tr= 1)9:

ATT = E[Y 1
i –Y

0
i |Tr = 1] = E[Y 1

i |Tr = 1]–E[Y 0
i |Tr = 1].10 (1)

In this study, Y 1
i refers to a juvenile’s outcome (e.g., risk perception) at T3 if she or he had had

official contact in T2. Y 0
i , in contrast, refers to the potential outcome at T3 if the same juvenile had

not had official contact in T2. Because treated juveniles had official contact in T2 by definition (in the
current study: treatment= official contact), Y 1

i is observed for all of them. It can, therefore, easily be
entered into the ATT equation. The information for Y 0

i is, however, missing among the treated indi-
viduals because they did not experience the counterfactual state in which they had no system contact.
Therefore, the ATT cannot be computed with observed data alone.

I used matching methods to infer the ATT for the juveniles with official contact from their coun-
terparts with no official contact who had similar values on all key pretreatment characteristics (Stuart,
2010). In particular, I followed four matching steps. The goal of the first three steps was to find a
propensity score matching (Apel & Sweeten, 2010; Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983) procedure that
best balanced the treated and control group in terms of their covariate distributions. A propensity
score refers to the probability that an individual is treated. In the first step of the matching procedure,
I estimated multiple propensity scores for each individual using the covariates as predictors in three
different estimation procedures.11 Second, I utilized the various computed propensity scores in dif-
ferent matching algorithms.12 In the third step, I selected the best propensity score matching combi-
nation using the so-called balance statistics that indicate how well balanced the treated and untreated
groups are in terms of covariate distributions after the respective matching (Kainz et al., 2017). The
same propensity score matching procedure does not need to be the best in balancing both the English
and German samples. In fact, different matching techniques delivered the best balance for each
sample. Therefore, ATT estimates derived by different matching procedures are reported for each
sample. This trial and error approach in the first three matching steps is recommended because a
good covariate balance diminishes the threat of selection bias due to pretreatment differences in
observables (e.g., Kainz et al., 2017; Morgan & Winship, 2015).

Whatever the most successful matching technique, the resulting best-balanced samples were
finally used in the fourth step in regression analyses to estimate the ATTs and their uncertainty. In
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particular, normal linear regressions were applied using the measures of personal morals, deviant
peer associations, and risk perceptions one after the other as dependent variables. In each case,
the regression model included as predictors the treatment indicator, the lagged outcome variable,
and their interaction term.13 The matched nature of the sample was taken into consideration using
weights—the final product of the first three analytical steps.

Because the final samples were affected by item nonresponse, all analytical steps (e.g., propensity
score estimation, matching, and outcome analyses) were applied to multiple imputed data sets.14 As
recommended by Penning de Vries and Groenwold (2017), propensity score estimation, matching,
the generation of weights, and outcome analyses were conducted for each imputed data set. The
imputed information was finally combined by merging the vectors of all ATT simulations.

Each step in the analytical procedure was, furthermore, conducted using different combinations of
multiple imputation, propensity score estimation, matching, and outcome methods to check the
robustness of the ATT estimates to different method combinations (Young & Holsteen, 2016).
Overall, 48 method combinations in PADS+ and 60 in CrimoC were included as promising candi-
dates in model dependence assessments. Promising candidates are those method combinations that
successfully balanced the treatment and control groups regarding covariate distributions. To assess
model sensitivity, I computed the ATT median point estimate of each candidate model and
plotted their distribution using density plots.

Results
This section first reports the covariate balance before and after adjustment. In doing so, it

addresses how well each selected matching scheme balanced the groups of individuals with and
without official contact and thereby diminished the threat of selection bias. In the second step, the
section presents the ATTs computed with the help of the adjusted samples. Finally, the model depen-
dence of the ATT estimates is assessed.

Pretreatment Covariate Balance
As recommended by experts (Kainz et al., 2017), I assess the covariate balance using the balance

statistics standardized bias (SB) and variance ratios (VRs). SB is the difference in covariate means
between the treated and control group divided by the treated individuals’ SD. VRs of continuous
covariates are computed by taking the ratio of variances observed in the treatment and control
group for the covariate at hand. The literature identifies SB values below 0.1 (0.2, 0.25; the literature
is not settled on a threshold) and VRs between 0.5 and 2 as an indicator of a reasonable balance in a
covariate’s distribution across the treatment and control group (Harder et al., 2010; Kainz et al.,
2017).15 Due to limitations of space, Tables 3 and 4 report balance statistics only for the lagged out-
comes. Online Supplemental Material S4 includes balance statistics for the rest of the covariates.

English sample (PADS+). Before matching, treated and untreated English juveniles differed substan-
tially concerning key pretreatment characteristics (Table 3). Most (42 of the 52) covariates exhibited
SBs larger than 0.1, thus indicating an imbalance between the groups. Many (29) covariates still
exceeded a less stringent threshold of 0.2. The mean (0.16) and the median (0.10) of the absolute
SB across variables were also beyond the threshold. All lagged outcome variables had absolute
SB values of 0.4 or larger, with the highest standardized difference in the peer deviancy measure.
Its difference of 0.71 implies that individuals with official contact reported much more peer deviancy
at T1 than individuals without official contact. Contrary to SB statistics, VRs of continuous covar-
iates point to only a few substantial differences in covariate distributions across the treated and
untreated groups in PADS+. Most continuous covariates (13 out of 16) had VRs of well below 2,
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and the mean and median of the VRs across covariates were only 1.63 and 1.40, respectively.
Overall, balance statistics indicate that groups were quite imbalanced before matching and that
this was especially true for the lagged outcome variables.

According to the balance statistics, optimal matching with a 1:3 ratio without replacement on the
linear propensity score estimated via Bayesian additive regression trees (Chipman et al., 2010) best
balanced the English treatment and control groups. Optimal matching is a procedure that minimizes a
global distance measure by matching control units to treated ones (Hansen, 2004). The matched
English sample included an adjusted number of 148 (37 treated and 111 control) juveniles.
Optimal matching significantly improved the balance across the treated and control groups
(Table 3). After the procedure, 17 covariates exceeded the SB threshold of 0.1, whereas the same
was true for only one variable considering the less stringent 0.2 threshold. The mean and median
absolute SB across covariates also diminished (from 0.16 to 0.10) to values of 0.05 and 0.04.
Juveniles with official contact, however, were still slightly more involved with legal actors before
their contact, had lower self-control capabilities, perceived the risks of consequences (when commit-
ting crime) as lower, had more disadvantaged families, reported more informal social control in their
neighborhood, and were less successful and socially integrated into school than juveniles without
official contact (see online Supplemental Material S4). In terms of the lagged outcome variables,
treated and untreated English juveniles were balanced satisfactorily after matching, except for
peer deviancy. Juveniles with official contact reported less (SB=−0.17) peer deviancy than
matched youths without official contact. VRs were all well below the threshold of 2 after matching.
Overall, treated and untreated groups are much more similar as a result of the optimal matching pro-
cedure. Hence, we are much closer to comparing “apples to apples” in the forthcoming analyses, as
Morris and Piquero (2013, p. 848) put it. Accordingly, it is less likely that differences in pretreatment
characteristics confound the ATT estimates derived with the matched sample. To further reduce the
risk that the remaining imbalances bias the treatment effect estimates, the regression models used for
ATT estimation include the respective lagged outcome variable as a predictor (see section Analytical
procedures).

German sample (CrimoC). In the German sample, covariate imbalance before adjustment was consid-
erably lower than in the English sample (Table 4). Only half of the covariates (28 out of 52) exceeded
the 0.1 SB threshold (10 covariates the threshold of 0.2). Across all variables, the mean and median
absolute SBs were just 0.07 and 0.04. However, all lagged outcome variables exceeded the 0.1

Table 3. Covariate Balance Satistics for the English Sample (Short Version).

English sample (PADS+)

Unadjusted Sample Adjusted Sample

SB VR SB VR

Covariates—Lagged (T1) Outcomes

Personal moral rules −.53 2.04 −.05 1.10

Moral shame −.55 1.52 −.02 1.27

Moral guilt −.50 1.66 .05 1.40

Deviant peers .71 1.32 −.17 1.38

Detection risk perceptions −.42 1.86 −.01 1.68

Global Covariate Balance Statistics

Mean (absolute) .16 1.63 .05 1.28

Median (absolute) .10 1.40 .04 1.28

Maximum (absolute) 1.02 3.47 .32 1.74

Note: PADS+= Peterborough Adolescent and Young Adult Development Study; SB= standardized bias; VR= variance ratio.
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threshold, and deviant peer group association, as well as general legal norm acceptance, were among
the most imbalanced of all variables, with values of 0.37 and −0.35, respectively. Juveniles who had
official contact at T2 reported that at T1, they were more strongly involved in deviant peer groups and
felt less bound to legal norms than their counterparts without official contact. VRs, in contrast, were
already all well below the threshold of 2, indicating no substantial differences in the variances of the
continuous covariates across the treated and the untreated groups. In a nutshell, covariate distribu-
tional differences, although less substantial than in the English sample, were still large enough to
potentially bias treatment effect estimates.

The balance statistics indicate that the method that best balanced the German treatment and
control groups was weighting by the odds on the Covariate Balancing Propensity Score (Imai &
Ratkovic, 2014). Weighting by the odds puts more weight on individuals from the control group
who are more similar to treated persons on the propensity score than on less similar control units
to weight the whole control group up to the treatment group (Harder et al., 2010). The weighted
sample includes an (efficient) adjusted number of 300.6 (88 treated and 212.6 control) juveniles.
Weighting by the odds diminished the distributional imbalance in observed covariates across the
board (see Table 4; online Supplemental Material S4): Not a single covariate was imbalanced
after weighting. The mean of the absolute SB across variables is very close to null (0.01; median:
0.00), and the VRs’ value of 1.13 is not far from a perfect variance balance across treated and
untreated participants. For the German sample, the weighting procedure likely prevents potential
selection bias due to observed covariates. To use Morris and Piquero’s (2013) language, it
appears we are comparing the same varieties of apples in the weighted treated and control groups.
Consequently, the likelihood of confounding by pretreatment characteristics is vastly diminished.

Effects of System Contact on the Causes of Crime
The effects of official contact on the causes of crime (estimated with equation 1) were mostly rel-

atively small in both studies (see gray-shaded areas or black solid lines and dots in Figure 2). First,
official contact hardly affected personal morals, with most effect estimates being not significantly
different from null. For example, young offenders in PADS+ changed personal moral rules on
average only by 0.01 [89% CI16: −0.08, 0.11] and in CrimoC by 0.08 [89% CI: −0.08, 0.23]
because of official contact. Additionally, formal contact seemed not to or only weakly influence
the moral shame of English offenders (0.00 [89% CI: −0.08, 0.07]) and the general legal norm

Table 4. Covariate Balance Statistics for the German Sample (Short Version).

German sample (CrimoC)

Unadjusted Sample Adjusted Sample

SB VR SB VR

Covariates—Lagged (T1) Outcomes

Personal moral rules −.12 1.23 .00 1.06

General legal norm acceptance −.35 1.46 −.03 1.12

Deviant peer group association .37 1.35 .03 1.06

Detection risk perceptions −.21 1.04 .00 1.12

Global Covariate Balance Statistics

Mean (absolute) .07 1.23 .01 1.13

Median (absolute) .04 1.24 .00 1.10

Maximum (absolute) .37 1.46 .03 1.51

Note: CrimoC=Crime in the modern City; SB= standardized bias; VR= variance ratio.
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acceptance of German offenders (−0.01 [89%-CI: −0.20, 0.20]). However, as an exception, the
ATTs suggest that moral guilt among English offenders may have been affected more substantially
by official contact. The effect probably ranged from modestly decreasing to rather unsubstantial
(−0.11 [89% CI: −0.17, −0.05]). Whereas juveniles with official contact anticipated that they
would, on average, not have felt guilty or would have felt only a little guilty after committing a
crime (E[Y1]= 0.85), estimates indicate that they would have felt slightly more guilty on average
if they had not had official contact (E[Y0]= 0.96 [89% CI: 0.90, 1.02]).

Second, ATT estimates suggest that the deviant peer group association of German offenders was
not substantially affected by system contact (−0.08 [89% CI: −0.29, 0.13]). In contrast, English juve-
niles reported more peer deviancy in the following year on average. The ATT indicates that treated
English juveniles had around 0.20 [89% CI: 0.09, and 0.30] higher peer deviancy scores after official
contact with the justice system in T2 compared to a (hypothetical) situation in which they would not
have had official contact. The model implies that the treated youths would have reported a deviant
peer score of around 1.34 [89% CI: 1.24, 1.44] on average if they had not had official contact in the
previous year, while their observed average score was 1.54.

Finally, according to the treatment estimates, official contact appears to have had no substantial
effect on juveniles’ detection risk perceptions. The effect estimates for treated German participants
are, however, relatively imprecise. They allow for both small increases and moderate decreases in
detection risk perception due to official contact (−0.12 [89% CI: −0.38, 0.15]). Therefore, we
cannot learn much from this estimate. In contrast, the ATT for the English sample indicates that
the official control effect on detection risk perception is at best relatively small (0.00 [89% CI:
−0.09, 0.09]).

Figure 2. Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATT) estimates.
Note: Gray-shaded area=Distribution of ATT simulations of the best-balancing model; Black dots=Medians of ATT simu-

lations of the best-balancing model; Black lines= 89% CIs of the best-balancing model; Dotted black lines=Distribution of

medians of the ATT simulations of all candidate models.
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Assessment of Model Robustness
The robustness of the ATT estimates to changes in the modeling procedure was assessed by

density plots (see dotted lines in Figure 2). They imply that the treatment estimates are generally
more model-sensitive in the English than in the German sample.17

Whereas ATT median point estimates for the English youths were relatively insensitive to alter-
native modeling procedures for moral rules, moral guilt, and detection risk perception, the effect esti-
mates on moral shame and peer deviancy were less robust. For moral shame, point effect estimates
vary from small increases to small decreases depending on the methodological approach used. For
peer deviancy, density plots imply that effect sizes may vary from relatively unsubstantial (although
positive) to moderate increases. Consequently, the latter two outcomes must be discussed with more
caution than the others.

For the German sample, the medians of the ATT estimates are all quite robust to changes in the
methodological approach. Especially for moral rules, legal norm acceptance, and deviant peer group
association, different methodological approaches nearly all lead to very similar results. The outcome
that is most sensitive to the modeling procedure is the detection risk perception. The different meth-
odological approaches produced estimates indicating that the effects on risk perceptions ranged from
relatively unsubstantial to weakly decreasing. Against this background, ATTs of risk detection must
be interpreted with caution for the German sample.

Discussion
Why do criminal justice contacts often have no crime-preventative impact? To shed light on this

question, the current study examined the influence of system contact on factors that may mediate offi-
cial contact effects on reoffending. Unlike previous empirical studies, which mostly tested either
deterrence or labeling theory, the current study defined SAT’s causes of crime as potential mediators.
SAT was chosen as the theoretical framework primarily for the following reasons. First, SAT pro-
vides terminology that clearly distinguishes between factors that directly cause crime and more
distal factors. Second, using SAT as a theoretical framework allows for simultaneous integration
of assumptions about contact-induced mechanisms by both deterrence and labeling theory. The
causes of crime identified by SAT and selected for analysis were personal morals, deviant peer asso-
ciations, and risk perceptions. The analysis explored whether contact with the English and German
juvenile justice system influenced these causes of crime. The results supplement the sparse body of
research outside the United States that had previously studied the effects of system contact on ante-
cedents of crime.

The ATT estimates suggest that the most lenient system contacts in this study had relatively minor
effects on most causes of crime. In the German sample, neither the young offenders’morals nor their
deviant peer group association or detection risk perceptions were significantly—or substantially—
affected by official contact. In the English sample, three of the five effects were statistically insignif-
icant. The significant estimates suggest that contact had a weak guilt-reducing effect and moderately
amplified peer deviancy among the English juveniles (with the latter finding challenged by some sen-
sitivity analyses producing smaller effect estimates). Overall, the results indicate—in line with
Hypotheses H1 to H3—that official controls did not (CrimoC) or only weakly (PADS+) trigger
crime-relevant processes. Although not analytically testable due to different measures, the results
seem furthermore to suggest that effects were more likely among English than German youths.
These more substantial findings in the English sample indicate that system contact triggers crimino-
genic rather than crime-preventative mechanisms. This missing or adverse impact of official control
may explain why most previous studies (including one using the data at hand; Boers et al., 2022)
found no crime-preventative effects. The results, furthermore, indicate that the components of
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morality may be influenced differentially by a system contact. While the cognitive part (moral rules)
was unaffected in both samples, the findings suggest that system contact may have decreased feelings
of guilt. Future research should try to replicate these differential effects.

How can it be explained that the current study finds, in contrast to previous research, mostly insig-
nificant effects on the examined intermediate factors and that this is especially true for the German
study? The first explanation for these findings may be a low certainty and lenient nature of the system
contacts in this study compared to previous studies. The studied juveniles mainly were not detected
when they committed a crime, and if they were, were they mostly diverted out of the formal system.
Prior studies, in contrast, were primarily based on the U.S. samples, in which the juveniles studied
were likely to have been detected with higher certainty and handled more harshly on average due to
the more proactive and punitive criminal justice system in the United States (Howell et al., 2013;
Huizinga et al., 2003; Snyder & Sickmund, 1999).18 Deterrence and labeling theory suggests that
the more intrusive and certain (consistent) official interventions are, the stronger their effect
should be. This assumption is backed up by past empirical findings indicating that the certainty
and severity of police contact and sanctions indeed play a crucial role in influencing young offenders’
future delinquency and causes of crime (e.g., Anwar & Loughran, 2011; McAra & McVie, 2007;
Wiley et al., 2013). The mostly weak control effects found in this study, hence, do not seem to
differ substantially from the theories’ predictions, as the interventions were lenient and uncertain
for most of the treated offenders in this study. Furthermore, the more substantial effects in
England may be explained by the fact that the English system reacted more proactively and inten-
sively to crime than the German one.

The second and related explanation for the minor effects of system contact may be that the causes
of crime were probably already quite solidified before the contact and, therefore, less malleable. Due
to the low risk of detection, juveniles probably already had a relatively high number of informal
deterrence experiences before the formal intervention. Through these experiences, they had
already learned how likely it is to be caught and how (informal) others react to their misbehavior.
These learning processes led over time to quite consolidated morals, risk perceptions, and peer asso-
ciations. Labeling and deterrence theory indicate that rare and non-intensive formal interventions
should have a relatively weak influence on more experienced offenders. As police in England
acted more proactive than German police in the studied time period, English offenders may have
been less experienced with crime and sanctioning when they had their system contact. This inexpe-
rience with formal and informal reactions may explain why official contact was more influential
among English youth.

Limitations and Perspectives
This study has some limitations that future research should resolve. First, it cannot test the two

arguments that official contact influences the causes of crime differently (a) depending on its
nature and certainty and (b) depending on the offender’s previous criminal and sanctioning
history. To test the argument that more intense interventions should have larger effects, future exam-
inations must differentiate between various levels of system contact (e.g., diversion vs. noncustodial
sanctions vs. imprisonment). However, to conduct a more differentiated investigation of this kind,
large samples are needed that typically have not been available in existing studies to date (including
the current one). For this reason, only a few empirical studies (e.g., McAra & McVie, 2007) have so
far distinguished between various intervention levels, let alone conducted analyses of mediating
factors and mechanisms to explore how these factors are affected by different sanctions. To test
for the effect of the certainty of punishment more directly, future studies should follow the
growing deterrence literature on Bayesian updating (e.g., Anwar & Loughran, 2011). This literature
typically operationalizes the treatment variable as the ratio of arrests per crime. It thereby directly
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explores the impact of the strength of a deterrence signal within a particular period on subsequent risk
perceptions. A follow-up study with the present data will rely on such a crime-arrest ratio to study the
Bayesian updating predictions more directly. Finally, to test the second argument that contact effects
depend on the treated person’s criminal and sanctioning history, analyses of subgroups divided by
their number of prior crime-related experiences are needed. So far, existing research supports the
argument that contact effects are smaller among more experienced offenders (e.g., Chiricos et al.,
2007; Ward et al., 2014). However, the few studies that investigated this hypothesis analyzed official
contact effects on reoffending. Future research should also study the differential impact of formal
interventions on the direct antecedents of crime.

The second limitation of the current study is that it—like all observational designs—is not
immune to selection bias arising from potentially unobserved confounders. Having matched on a rel-
atively large number of important observed covariates, this analysis and other more recent studies
should, however, be able to account for most of the crucial differences in pretreatment characteristics
between treated and untreated individuals. Future research should, nevertheless, be conducted with
the explicit goal of studying the impact of criminal justice contact on the causes of crime. It should
therefore aim to measure and balance all the covariates that may theoretically confound the effect
estimates.

Third, like some previous research (e.g., Wiley et al., 2013), the current study measures the causes
of crime by combining items that tap into various forms of deviant and criminal acts. The construc-
tion of such global measures, however, is only valid under the assumption that official contact influ-
ences various forms of behavior independent of the type of criminal act one was apprehended for.
This assumption may be problematic as SAT and other theories (e.g., rational choice approaches)
assume that committing a crime and learning from its consequences (e.g., formal contact) are prob-
ably action-specific processes (e.g., Anwar & Loughran, 2011; Wikström et al., 2011). Some existing
research (including this study) may thus underestimate the effects of official intervention for the spe-
cific sanctioned behavior. Therefore, future research should investigate how formal contact for a par-
ticular type of criminal activity may influence action-specific morals, peer activities, and risk
perceptions (and how this differs from its effect on more global measures). To do this, larger
sample sizes are needed that provide the power to analyze offense-specific effects.

Fourth, although the current study takes a cross-national perspective, it cannot formally test the
differences in effect sizes between the English and German samples and how they relate to previous
U.S.-based studies. That is because the measures in the two studies differ, and no U.S. data were
available. The current study’s findings and interpretations are thus explorative in nature. They
should trigger future research that is already set up cross-nationally from the beginning to explore
differential system effects more directly. So far, although called for by experts (e.g., Bernburg,
2019), cross-national designs were applied only very scarcely in the research of sanctioning
effects (for an exception, based on samples that were initially not designed for comparison, see
Huizinga et al., 2003). However, large-scale cross-national designs should supplement studies that
delve deep into one system by showing how various criminal justice systems have a differential
impact on apprehended individuals. At best, such studies are also able to consider treatment hetero-
geneity in more detail by exploring whether differential effects across different settings are due to the
prevalence of particular system responses (e.g., one system reacts more with diversion than others) or
due to how the same interventions types are implemented across settings (e.g., systems vary in their
diversions practices).

Fifth, although the current study is the first one using SAT as a starting framework to inves-
tigate official contact effects on potential intervening factors, it does not test SAT’s full theoretical
model (Figure 1). It focuses on the impact of official contact on specific causes of crime, ignoring
the subsequent effect of these causes of crime on delinquency. A structural equation model
(SEM) would have been able to study the full model (see Wiley et al., 2013), which could
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not be accurately estimated with the data at hand. This is because, according to SAT, the causes
of crime interact in a relatively complex way to explain delinquency (Wikström et al., 2012). The
study of such interaction effects is only possible with a rather large number of observations.
However, this number is typically relatively small in studies based on samples from general pop-
ulations, as these include only a few juveniles with official contact in a specific period. As this is
also true of the current study, it does not rely on SEM. Nevertheless, I believe that the analysis of
only a part of the full model is still an informative approach to study the research question at
hand, since only when the causes of crime are affected by official contact can they ultimately
alter delinquency.

Finally, although, in my view, SAT constitutes a promising framework for a general theory of
sanctions, other approaches may be similarly helpful to study official contact effects in their com-
plexity. All general theories of crime may be fruitful starting points for a general theory of sanctions,
as they all specify the factors that should be directly causally relevant for offending. Although many
often-tested general theories of crime exist, they have—at least to my knowledge—so far not been
applied to investigate sanctioning effects empirically. Instead, most studies have tested classic sanc-
tioning theories such as deterrence or labeling theory (e.g., Anwar & Loughran, 2011; Bernburg
et al., 2006; Wiley et al., 2013). Despite the value of testing these theories, I agree with Piquero
and colleagues (2011) that it may be helpful for future researchers to move beyond the testing of
single sanctioning theories. More general frameworks of investigation, as applied here, have the
advantage of being able to integrate and study mechanisms postulated by theories as diverse as deter-
rence and labeling theory.

Conclusion
The findings in the current study imply that official contact significantly affected only a few of the

causes of crime in the English juvenile justice system and had basically no impact in the German
system. These findings contrast with results of previous U.S. studies, which generally found more
substantial control effects on the examined causes of crime. Most of these operated in directions
that amplified rather than diminished reoffending. Against this backdrop, a less proactive and puni-
tive control style—as is used in most European countries—may be, on average, the better approach,
if not to diminish juvenile delinquency, then at least not to exacerbate it. Diversion, in particular,
might be seen as a mechanism that by construction does not trigger strong processes, be they
crime-amplifying or crime-preventing. Given that the current state of research indicates that tradi-
tional sanctions rather amplify than prevent future crime, diversion may be seen as a more efficient
and cost-saving way to handle nonserious juvenile offenses than traditional criminal justice process-
ing (see Petrosino et al., 2014). Juvenile justice systems may make diversion practices even more
fruitful by implementing family focused programs that help parents communicate and enforce
rules and keep their children away from deviant peers. Research suggests that such family oriented
diversion programs may be particularly efficient in reducing delinquency (Schwalbe et al., 2012).
This efficiency may be explained by the fact that moral education and parental monitoring are
directly related to factors (personal morals, deviant peer associations) that SAT deems as causes
of crime (Wikström & Treiber, 2016a).
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Notes

1. Unfortunately, no systematic review of the SAT literature which was published after 2015 exists. My own (prob-
ably biased) assessment of the more recent literature is that it produces evidence largely in favor of SAT and that
strong research designs produce supportive evidence even more likely (e.g., Wikström et al., 2018).

2. Recent SAT publications focus on developmental aspects (e.g., Wikström, 2020) or crime prevention in
general (Wikström & Treiber, 2016a). Accordingly, it can be expected that the theory will be applied
more frequently to criminal justice issues in the future.

3. Schulte (2019) used the German data of the current study to examine how the severity of system contact
affected some intermediate factors.

4. Some contemporary versions of rational choice theory try to consider why humans often act in a more habit-
ual or automatic manner (e.g., Kroneberg et al., 2010). These theories, however, have so far not been applied
to sanctioning research.

5. Although deterrence research (like SAT) acknowledges that the deterrence process is fear-based (see
Paternoster, 2010), studies (including the current one) typically analyze risk perceptions. Future research
should embrace deterrence as emotion-based process by analyzing how the fear of consequences affects
criminal activity and how this fear is shaped by official contact.

6. Online Supplemental Material S2 provides a brief comparison of both cities.
7. For more information on PADS+ and CrimoC, see www.cac.crim.cam.ac.uk/research/padspres and www.

crimoc.org or the publications Wikström et al. (2012) and Boers et al. (2010), respectively.
8. It is difficult to speculate on the precise implications of this systematic exclusion of high-risk youths. On the

hand, it may diminish treatment effects, as high-risk youth may be exposed to more severe interventions that
are deemed to have stronger effects on average. On the other hand, the excluded juveniles may be dispro-
portionately offenders who have had a relatively high number of (informal) deterrence experiences before
the official contact. Hence their causes of crime may be quite consolidated and consequently less malleable.

9. From a policy perspective, it seems reasonable to narrow the treatment effect to treated individuals because
they are the ones in danger of being apprehended and sanctioned.

10. E[.] refers to the expectation operator from probability theory. In this article, the expectations are averages of
particular quantities.

11. I included 35 and 52 covariates as predictors in PADS+ and CrimoC, respectively. For the covariates
included in propensity score estimation, see online Supplemental Materials S3.1 and S3.2. Propensity
scores were estimated with the following three procedures: Bayesian logistic models (McElreath, 2016),
Bayesian additive regression trees (Chipman et al., 2010), and covariate balancing propensity score
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estimation (Imai & Ratkovic, 2014). All computations were conducted in R (version 3.5.2). For a list of all R
packages used, see online Supplemental Material S6.

12. The applied matching algorithms are (Stuart, 2010): (1–5) nearest neighbor matching with replacement, a
caliper of 0.25, and ratios of 1:1–1:5, (6–11) optimal matching with ratios 1:1–1:5, and (12) weighting by
the odds.

13. For robustness checks, I additionally ran models including (1) only the treatment as independent variable
(weighted mean differences) or (2) a relatively rich set of predictors.

14. Multiple imputation embraces the uncertainty in the ATT estimation that is due to missing data by predicting
missing values multiple times. I predicted the missing values in the current study for each variable with pre-
dictive mean matching within fully conditional specification (van Buuren, 2018). In doing so, I produced 70
imputed data sets for CrimoC, but only 12 for PADS+. Because PADS+ was less affected by item nonre-
sponse than CrimoC, fewer imputations should suffice to generate reproducible results (van Buuren, 2018).
In addition to predictive mean matching, I also applied other imputation procedures (e.g., random forests).
These sensitivity analyses show that the ATT estimates are relatively robust to the type of imputation tech-
nique used (see online Supplemental Material S5).

15. VRs were standardized so that they are always larger than 1. Consequently, ratios above 2 indicate covariate
imbalance. For categorical covariates, raw proportional differences are used as balance statistics, although
no thresholds exist for them so far (Kainz et al., 2017).

16. I report 89% CIs instead of the usual 95% CIs to highlight that the classic choice of a 95% CI over any other
interval is arbitrary, and that the end of a CI should not be interpreted as particularly important but just as a
description of how many simulations (e.g., 89%) lie within a particular range (see McElreath, 2016). I also
abstain from reporting p-values as these encourage binary thinking (significant vs. not significant).

17. For more information on the model robustness of the ATTs, see online Supplemental Material S5.
18. A cross-national study of the U.S. and German system, for example, shows that the percentage of officially

arrested juveniles was much higher in the United States than in Germany and that the arrested U.S. juveniles
were dealt with more harshly by the juvenile justice system than their German counterparts (Huizinga et al.,
2003).
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